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ABOUT OUR 
BUSINESS
When you work with 
Pipeshield you’ll be 
working with one of 
the world’s leading 
providers of specialised 
subsea pipeline and cable 
protection systems.

We work across the globe with many of the world’s leading oil, 

gas and renewable energy companies. Pipeshield products 

are protecting some of the most important pipelines on 

the planet, enabling a safe and reliable supply of energy to 

countries on four continents.

We specialise in problem solving and you’ll get the benefit 

of our expert and experienced service as we work closely 

with you to create skilful, effective solutions for each unique 

situation. 

Whether it’s using some of our many high-quality products, 

adapting existing designs, or creating something completely 

new, you can trust that the end product will give the best 

results in terms of quality, value and safety.

Our head office is based in the UK and we have offices and 

supply bases across the world, allowing us to meet your needs 

quickly and efficiently.

+44 (0)1502 560900 or info@pipeshield.com

Contact us to discuss your project today

Production Capabilities
As a company that really understands the importance 

of delivering a seamless project from start to finish, 

all production is done in-house. This enables us 

to deliver cost-effective projects on schedule with 

better continuity, giving you added value. 
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EXPERIENCE
Since we launched in 1999, many of the world’s major players in 
the oil, gas , renewable energy and marine civils industries have 
benefited from working with Pipeshield.

We supply protection and stabilisation 
systems for the oil and gas, renewable 
and marine civils industries, and we 
have supplied thousands of standard 
products as well as bespoke systems 
and structures which have been 
designed to meet project specific 
requirements. 

Our designs are either carried out  
in-house or, where specialist 
consultancy is required, the work 
is managed by our expert teams. 

As transporting heavy concrete 
structures is costly we have the 
capability to set up project sites 
virtually anywhere in the world 

in order to manufacture locally to the 
project operations, thus optimising 
costs on logistics and transportation. 

Currently we have manufacturing bases 
on four continents. 

Cable protection for the 
renewable energy sector
We have also worked on renewable projects providing cable 
protection and scour prevention for numerous offshore wind 
and tidal projects including:

 Scroby Sands

 Thanet

 Lynn & Inner Dowsing

 Lincs

 Gwynt Y Mor

 Aberdeen Bay

 Bligh Bank

 East Anglia ONE

We have worked with the biggest names in the industry.

OIL/GAS & RENEWABLES MAJORS AND OPERATORS

Shell Centrica PetroSA Saudi Aramco

BP Petrofac Premier Oil RWE

ExxonMobil Petronas Nexen Qatar Petroleum

Total Chevron Sapura Energy SSE

MAJOR OFFSHORE CONTRACTORS

TechnipFMC Rever Offshore Van Oord NPCC

Subsea 7 Allseas Saipem DOF

Jan De Nul McDermott POSCO Jumbo Maritime

BOS Shelf DeepOcean Siem Offshore Boskalis

PRODUCTS IN MORE THAN 80 MAJOR PROJECTS WORLDWIDE

Gorgon – Australia Bligh Bank – UK Dubai Marina – UAE Block 18 – Angola

Hibernia – Canada Ikhwezi – South Africa Shah Deniz I & II – Azerbaijan Anjung  – Malaysia

East Anglia ONE – UK Rosneft – Vietnam Zohr - Egypt Turkstream I - Europe

Nord Stream II - Caspian Marjan & Safaniya - KSA Al Zour Refinery - Kuwait DP World T4 - UAE

Contact us to discuss your project today +44 (0)1502 560900 or info@pipeshield.com
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We are strategically placed to manufacture & supply 
our products to most places in the world where the 
key projects are taking place. These locations include:

Montrose & Port of Blyth, UK 

Baku, Azerbaijan

Asia Pacific

Abu Dhabi & Dubai, UAE

Bahrain

Dammam, KSA

Plus project specific locations such as:

North & Central America

Europe & Mediterranean

South Africa
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 § Design and Engineering 

 § Sleeper and TEE Beam Supports

 § Impact Protection Covers 
and Tunnels

 § Bridge Crossings

 § Cable Guides

 § Clump Weights & Collars

 § Anchor Systems

 § Concrete Mattresses (Bi-flex & Uni-
Flex)

 § Bitumen Mattresses , Neoprene & 
Commercial Rubber

 § PRP Units (Rock Filter Units)

 § Bionic Seaweed (Fronds) & FCM’s - 
Anti Scour Mattresses

 § Fabric Formworks

 § GEO-MAT

 § Super-Mat

 § High Payload Wet Storage & 
Installation System

 § Sand, Gravel and Grout supplied 
in Drop or Bulk Bags (Gabions)

 § Hire of Installation Frames, 
Beams and Speed Loaders

 § Turning Bollards

 § Bespoke Structures

 § Technical Design Services

 § In situ manufacture

8    PIPESHIELD | OUR PRODUCTS & SERVICES
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+44 (0)1502 560900 or info@pipeshield.com

Contact us to discuss your project today

DESIGN AND ENGINEERING
We are problem solvers.

If every seabed  
was alike, and every 
current was the 
same, then a one 
size fits all approach 
could be adopted. 

However, all subsea  
environments  
pose unique  
challenges.  

Pipeshield have 
developed a 
number of patented 
solutions.

We work closely with you to determine 
the best solution to the unique 
problems that each site presents. 
With our many years of experience 
and vast technical expertise you can 
trust us to come up with an exact, 
cost-effective solution that takes into 
account our three watchwords: value, 
quality and safety. Even when you 
know exactly what you want, if we can 
see a way to improve it we will advise 
you.

Because if it matters to you then 
it matters to us.

We use our in-house analysis software 
in conjunction with our technical 
design skills to develop bespoke 
solutions, and for more specialised 
work such as geotechnical and scour 
assessment we can call on a network of 
leading UK consultants to complement 
our work.

We conduct geophysical, geotechnical 
and hydrographic surveys, feasibility 
and technical studies and designs, full-
scale manufacturing and then deliver 
it worldwide.

And we don’t stand still either.

We’re constantly researching and 
designing new and innovative 
products, solutions and services.  
We also regularly review lessons 
learnt and client feedback to 
make ongoing improvements 
to our existing products, meaning 
the service we provide to you is cutting 
edge.

Dropped object impact trial
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CONCRETE STRUCTURES
An unexpected impact on your subsea structure 
can be catastrophic.

Either way, every structure is tailored to the specific 
conditions of the site ensuring that each installation is 
securely protected.

Our Impact Protection Covers are designed to resist 
the dynamic effects of striking objects by absorption 
and compliance. Designed to comply with the relevant 
BS EN concrete codes and DNVGL Rules, these are 
normally designed as gravity based structures which 
need no additional foundations, meaning they are easy 
to install.

Even if the collision is discovered immediately it can take 
weeks and large amounts of money to repair. Unseen 
damage can be even worse.

Our bespoke Concrete Structures are designed to 
prevent these subsea impacts and to keep your business 
running smoothly. A combination of patented designs 
and our high-quality construction give you reliability 
and peace of mind.

We create the structures to your specification or,  
if you’d prefer, use our expertise and experience 
to advise you on the best design for your installation site.

Our pipeline supports protect 
your pipes on their journey 
across the seabed.
We construct sleepers, bridges and rigid 
bearing units that support and safeguard.

Contact us to discuss your project today 
+44 (0)1502 560900 or info@pipeshield.com
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CONCRETE MATTRESSES
Pipeshield design and 
manufacture a wide 
range of concrete 
mattresses to 
give your subsea 
installations the best 
possible 
protection.

Our high-quality range of concrete 
mattress solutions will suit the majority of 
installations, though if your site requires 
specialist protection then we will work with 
you to design and manufacture concrete 
mattresses that are exactly what you need.

Bi-flex

Our Bi-Flex Mattresses are chosen for most 
pipeline, cable and underwater structure 
protection and stabilisation systems. They 
are typically 10% heavier than comparable 
products, which gives you greater stability.

The N2 ‘Nose and Notch’ Concrete Mattress 
(patented design) has been developed to 
enhance edge lift stability making it ideal 
for higher velocity conditions. It significantly 
reduces the chances of the mattress ‘rolling 
up’ and allows the use of standard density 
concrete where more expensive high 
density concrete would have to be used. 

The N2 has undergone extensive flume 
test trials which show that it considerably 
outperforms a mattress with a standard 
block profile, meaning that edge lift is 
never critical to the limiting stability of the 
mattress.

POSCO Mobilisation - Ghana

The Uni-Flex Mattress is a  
uni-directional flexing mattress 
made from reinforced concrete 
hexagonal ‘logs’ which provide 
both overweight to protect 
pipelines and act as a load 
spreading support. 

It is ideal for load bearing 
in soft soils, and is easily 
deployed utilising 
polypropylene rope lifting loops  
by means of a conventional 
installation frame. 

The high payload Mattress (Super-
Mat) retains all the functions of a 
conventional mattress, however 
it is designed and manufactured 
adopting an enhanced lifting system 
to facilitate pickup not only  of its 
own weight but including a stack of 
conventional mattresses for rapid 
handling and deployment to the 
seabed.

The Super-Mat offers a cost effective 
alternative to speed loaders and 
a deployment solution with the 
ability to deploy multiple mat 
configurations from vessel to seabed 
in one simple lift without the need 
for hire equipment, such as speed 
loader frames, thus saving on-hire 
and logistic costs.

Super-Mat

Uni-flex

The N2 ‘Nose and Notch ‘ Concrete 
Mattress (patented design) has been 
developed to enhance edge lift 
stability

+44 (0)1502 560900 or info@pipeshield.com

Contact us to discuss your project today
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The GEO=MAT  is a highly durable geotextile mattress, pre-
fitted to Pipeshield’s range of concrete mattresses for use as 
either an anti-abrasion solution or extra protection against soft 
soil migration. 

Available in  bespoke sizes, the 

GEO=MAT comes oversized to 

enable installation with our range  

of concrete mattresses. and is easily 

attached with fixing points at all 

loops.

GEO=MATBITUMEN & RUBBER 
TOPPED MATTRESSES

Our Bitumen Mattresses are ideal for projects 
where concrete is considered to be too abrasive.

Available in a range of thicknesses, they can be sized to suit your 
project requirements while maintaining a minimum depth to 

width ratio for integrity.

The GEO=MAT geotextile mattress is a high performance 
geotextile layer that can be attached either above, below or 
on both sides of a concrete mattress.  Designed to perform 
as an anti-abrasive solution, acting as a barrier between 
the concrete and the asset, or as a preventative measure to 
avoid sinking in soft sea or river conditions 

Manufactured using a highly durable, non-woven needle 
punch geotextile, the GEO=MAT is easily attached 
by means of fixing points at all loops. It’s  tailored 
to be slightly over-sized to the concrete mattress to 
enable easy handling and simultaneous installation.   

Bitumen mattresses support and protect pipelines and 
cables with a cushioned interface to reduce the risk of 
damage from sharp edges. Manufactured from a special 
blend of mastic contained within an outer canvas sheet with 
integral lifting systems, our Bitumen Mattresses are made to 
order.

Mattresses can be fitted with commercial rubber or 
neoprene pads attached to the surfaces for anti-abrasion 
protection.

The GEO=MAT   is commonly used in Marine Civil’s applications 
such as port or marina protection. Over 1,400 were used as part 
of the Dubai Marina Project executed in 2019.
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+44 (0)1502 560900 or info@pipeshield.com

Contact us to discuss your project today

PRP UNITS (PRECISE ROCK PLACEMENT)  
Our PRP Units  are an effective alternative to conventional rock dump 
process & can offer significant optimisation in vessel & plant costs.

The PRP units are a stone filled net bag designed to encase 
the stone preventing it from breaking down or migrating 
from its intended location.

Used to alleviate scour as well as protect and stabilise your 
subsea assets, reducing your maintenance and replacement 
costs.

PRP units can be easily positioned by divers or ROV for a 
multitude of applications including Oil & Gas, Renewables 
and the Marine Civils sector.

Applications include -

• Alternative to Rock Dumping

• Scour Control

• Freespan Correction

• Stabilisation & Protection

Available in 250kg, 2t, 4t, and 
8t sizes from stock. 
For project specific solutions bespoke units can be made 
to achieve specific spread or weight or lined to encase a 
grout mix solution. These units are installed dry and can be 
manipulated to take the shape required. Once in place the 
grout hardens providing a unique longterm solution. 

Our Pipeshield design PRP units are manufactured with 
integral lifting devices compatible with our standing lifting 
and installation equipment. Lifted singularly or in multiples 
these rock filter units require a much lass capable vessel or 
plant equipment or installation compared to conventional 
rock dumping methods meaning precise placement and 
much reduced costs overall.

PIPESHIELD | ANTI SCOUR MATTRESSES

FROND SYSTEMS & FRONDED 
CONCRETE  MATTRESSES (FCM’S)
Scour can occur in a surprisingly short amount of time. 
In fast-running waters with granular soils, excessive scour can create 
serious structural voids leading to free-spans, pile exposure or other 
structural problems.

Pipeshield’s Fronded Concrete Mattresses (FCM’s) are specifically 
designed to combat this problem. 

Our unique 3 part frond system comes fitted to our market 
leading bi-flex concrete mattress with Pipeshield’s patented N2 
edge block for extra stability. Tested at HR Wallingford and proven 
to be conservatively 3 times more stable than standard mattresses 
the combined system provides unrivalled impact and stability 
protection. 

Fronds interrupt and reduce the velocity of the near bottom 
current. Transported sediment drops out due to the reduced 
velocity and builds up to form an embankment on and around 
the mattress.

Embankments can be formed in excess of one metre high, in some 
cases within a few weeks of installation. Pipes and cables are not 
only protected from scour effects but the embankment enhances 
the protection and stabilisation and even permits marine life to 
colonise the final bank.

Official supplier to 
East Anglia ONE

est. 1999   “ 20th ANNIVERSARY ”

UNIQUE 3 PART SYSTEM

The concrete mattress provides impact 
protection and keeps the frond system in 
place.           
          

Pipeshield’s unique frond system is 
pre-fitted to the concrete mattress. The 
fronds are securely contained within a 
highly durable envelope which includes 
a bottom containment netting and a 
removable top activation netting.

The third part of the system is the 
protective cover. This cover provides UV 
protection as well as physical protection 
during storage and transportation.
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+44 (0)1502 560900 or info@pipeshield.com

Contact us to discuss your project today

FABRIC FORMWORKS
Use Fabric Formworks when existing pipelines 
have been subject to scouring or where the seabed 
profile under the pipeline has created excessive 
free-spans. 

Fabric Formworks can be provided as either 
envelopes which incorporate one or more 
grout injected nozzles or post filled with loose 
fill or aggregates / grout in smaller bags. 

The envelopes are made from reinforced 
woven polypropylene, are quick to install and 
can be deployed either by diver or ROV. 

Injection filled formworks use a surface 
based grout spread system which inflates the 
formwork  with the grout which then cures 
forming a permanent support under the 
pipeline. 

They can be used in conjunction with smaller 
grout sacks to give complete support and 
solve your free-span permanently.
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POSCO Mobilisation - Ghana

Pipeshield supplies various Grout, Sand 
and Gravel products for use in offshore 
and onshore maritime applications. 

We offer a vast selection of different 
products, the most common being a 1Te 
offshore rated bulk-bag with a minimum 
safety factor of 10:1. This ensures safe 
deployment through the wave zone and 
can be bulk filled or packed with 25kg, 
40kg or 50kg individual bags of grout, 
sand or gravel.

Pipeshield can also offer larger 2Te offshore 
rated bulk bags with double the weight 
capacity. If quick deployment is required 
then we can also offer bottom opening 
Drop Bags which can be released via diver 
or work class ROV where two straps are cut 
to release a chute for the entire contents to 
be released onto the sea or riverbed. The 
empty bag can then be retrieved back to 
the surface.

• Oil & Gas

• Renewables

• Civil Marine

• Port & Harbour

• Revetments

• Rivers & Waterways

• Special Projects

Key Features & Benefits 
• Wide range of solutions and 

options available.
• Top quality to ensure safety and 

durability.
• Designed for easy positioning and 

multi-lift capabilities.
• Drop bags designed for quick 

release and retrieval.
• All items manufactured to subsea 

rated conditions

GROUT, SAND & GRAVEL BULKBAGS & 
DROP BAGS

Key Features & Benefits 
• Can be deployed either by a diver 

or ROV offering a quick and easy 
installation.

• Generally used where larger 
supports or freespan corrections are 
required.

• Heavy duty reinforced 240gm 
woven polypropylene envelopes 
available in bespoke sizes and 
profiles which enables them to be 
used in virtually any application.

• Can be lifted into place and used 
with smaller grout bags for a 
complete support solution.

• Can be supplied with fronds 
attached offering greater protection 
against scour and encouraging 
sediment build up over the pipeline 
or cable.
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Speed Loading Frame

LOADING AND 
INSTALLATION SYSTEMS
Time is of the essence in business, which is why we design, engineer and manufacture a range 
of lifting, handling and installation equipment to get our products into place quickly and safely.

INSTALLATION FRAMES
This includes our standard ROV and diver friendly quick-release lifting frames and beams 
as well as specialist deployment frames.

SPEED LOADERS
We have developed an enhanced Speed Loader system that is compatible with most of our mattress products, this offers 
rapid loading of mattresses from quayside to installation vessels. The bases are lifted with a quick-release Top Spreader 
Frame which is common to both the Speed Loader and Wet Storage/Recovery System.
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Contact us to discuss your project today +44 (0)1502 560900 or info@pipeshield.com
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WET STORAGE AND 
RECOVERY SYSTEM
Our 66Te Wet Storage  
Deployment Frame for 
installation, decommissioning 
and removal operations.

The system comprises heavy payload base frames that can be used for multiple 
mattress installation, wet store and can also be easily converted into a recovery basket configuration for safe effective 
retrieval of mattresses or equipment.

The system uses the same quick-release Top Spreader Frame as the Speed Loader equipment for convenience 
and interchangeability.

Key features and benefits are:

• Multiple mattress installation and recovery – saving time and money

• 66 tonne payload – safe multiple mattress installation and recovery through the splash zone

• Easy conversion from Deployment Frame to Recovery Basket – reducing rental costs for extra equipment.

PIPESHIELD | ADDED VALUE PRODUCTS AND SERVICES

ADDED VALUE 
PRODUCTS 
AND SERVICES
Pipeshield can provide a complete 
service to complement our core  
product range.

• UV resistant protection covers

• A complete logistics solution

• Design, fabrication and consultancy.

Transportation horse for wide load

Mattress Protection Covers

Contact us to discuss your project today +44 (0)1502 560900 or info@pipeshield.com
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ACCREDITATIONS 
AND AWARDS

WHERE WE WORK

The Queen’s Award for International 
Trade/Innovation 2005, and International 
Trade 2013

East of England Energy Group Innovation Award 2007 

SafeContractor

Investors In People – Gold

ISO 9001 and 14001

ISO 45001 Safety Standard

Certificate No. GB2001112

ISO 9001 

Certificate No. EM2000446

ISO 14001 

Certificate No. HS230231

ISO 45001

Supply Bases/Manufacturing Sites

UK Europe Project Specific Worldwide

Asia Pacific Saudi Arabia UAE

South Africa Azerbaijan Americas

Mexico Mediterranean Norway

IP180105DS 091019


